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Bar K Karaoke 

"Vibrant Decor and Lively Atmosphere"

With an array of vibrantly decked up rooms like Grande, Moyenne and

Petite, Bar K Karaoke is an exciting spot to enjoy some fun karaoke nights

in the heart of the city. It is one of those few bars that has Asian-style

karaoke, apart from an impressive selection of beers and libations. Bar K's

karaoke database is fed with an extensive list of old classics and new

singles, so you can easily punch in your favorite tune and start crooning to

an enthusiastic audience.

 +1 514 903 7799  kkaraokebar.blogspot.in/  kkaraokebar@gmail.com  2110 Rue Crescent, Montreal

QC

 by Marler   

La P’tite Place 

"Calling All Karaoke Lovers"

La P’tite Place is a hip karaoke spot in the eastern part of downtown

Montreal. With an exciting karaoke program throughout the week, it

attracts crowds from far-off corners of the city. State-of-the-art karaoke

equipment, friendly atmosphere and exciting drink specials make it one of

the top karaoke bars of the city. Walk in and request the DJ to play your

chosen song, even as you get ready to face the mike and croon like your

favorite singer.

 +1 514 279 3993  521 Rue Bélanger, Montreal QC
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2k Fusion 

"Amazing Asian Cuisine"

2K Fusion restaurant is known for their quality sushi which is prepared

right in front of you. This restaurant serves Chinese, Cantonese and

Szechuan dishes as well, making it the perfect choice for people who love

Asian cuisine in particular. Ideal for groups, families or even couples who

just want to spend time in an ambiance that is warm and relaxing, this

restaurant is a local favorite. While your palate is being entertained, you

and your party can grab a microphone and sing along, as 2K also has

karaoke. Thus making 2K Fusion a fun place to be at.

 +1 514 273 8868  www.2kfusion.com/  info@2kfusion.com  89 rue Jean- Talon Est,

Montreal QC

 by TechCocktail   

Bar Zoe 

"Karaoke and Cocktails"

This Villeray bar is an after-hours favorite for innovative cocktails, fondue

and karaoke evenings. Karaoke starts post 8p though the bar opens at 5p

for the post-work crowd to enjoy a few cocktails before showcasing their

singing talent. The karaoke song list is long and features plenty of

favorites to sing along to, offering songs in everything from English,

French and Spanish. Groups are welcome and reservations for corporate

parties are offered too. Try one of their signature drinks like the Di Caprio,
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Coffee Grasshopper, Coco Chanel, or the Godfather while you wait your

turn at being a pop star.

 +1 514 374 0666  www.barzoe.com/  info@barzoe.com  3296 rue Jean-Talon Est,

Montreal QC
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